Wednesday 27th January

Maths

Part A
Use what you know about doubling and making ten times bigger to
answer these questions

30 x 6 =
4x8=
2 x 90 =
3 x 12 =
60 x 5 =
6x3=
5 x 50 =

Part B
Spot the mistake below
1) 4 x 20 = 80
2) 90 x 3 = 207
3) 3 x 40 = 120
Draw a bar-model to help you answer these questions
1) 24 tomatoes are split equally to 3 plates. How many are on
each plate?
1) During a race Maid Marion won in 8 seconds but it took
Robin Hood 3 times as long. How long did Robin Hood
take?

Wednesday 27th January 2021
Reading

Prospect
Inquisitive

Harmony knew she had to grant Melody her wish to go to
America, but had it word it properly in case she went
forever. After writing it down, she finally used her third
wish on her sister. The phone rang and like magic, she had
been invited to stay with her auntie, who lived in California,
for two weeks. Melody was excited because of the idea of
her future (prospect) in America which made everybody else
happy. Harmony started playing a game with the 50p. She
called herself Nosey Parker even though she was not very
curious (inquisitive). Once Melody had left and they dropped
her off at the airport, Harmony started to think about what
her last two wishes would be. What do you think she is going
to wish for? Let’s read and find out.

TASK:
1. Why did Harmony wait until after tea to make her wish? Pg1
2. Why did Melody call Harmony a magician? Pg2
3. How did the author describe the Parker household over the weekend? Pg3
4. True or false. The Queen’s Nose had given Harmony 5 wishes. Explain your answer Pg5
5. What do you think Harmony is going to wish for? Explain you answer. Pg6

3.
4.
2.
1.

Harmony waited until after tea because she wanted to make sure it did not go wrong or
did not want to make a mistake.
Melody called Harmony a magician because she had asked before what her one wish
would be and it came true.
The author described the weekend as sweetness and light.
False. The Queen’s Nose had only given Harmony 3 wishes because she used one on
Harmony and her uncle calling her.

Wednesday 27th January
Writing
To be able to plan my newspaper report
What are our three success criteria?
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________
The newspaper is divided into three parts.
1. Introduction (5 W’s)
2. Main body of text (3 paragraphs)
3. Conclusion (Appeal or what happened next)

Our newspaper will be based on our reading book The Queen’s Nose. The
newspaper report will about Harmony losing her beloved 50p. We are going
to change it slightly and assume that everyone knows it is a magic coin so it
can be newsworthy.
Step 1: Introduction.
What are you 5 W’s going to be?
E.g. Model text 5 W’s
What: Stig has gone missing.
When: Monday morning
Where: Kent
Who: Couple and Stig
Why: Young child missing.
Activity 1:
Write your 5 W’s on the plan.

Step 2: Main body of text (3 paragraphs)
What will be your key points?
E.g. Model text
Paragraph 1: Surprisingly, child is still missing after community search fails. Police is called.
Paragraph 2: Police say there are no signs of the child. It is an urgent matter.
(Include quotes)
Paragraph 3: Police spoke to witnesses that mention where they last saw child.
(Include quotes)
Activity 2:
Write your key points for the three paragraphs. Use the model text to help you. Remember
we are writing about Harmony’s missing magical 50p.
Step 3: Conclusion
Appeal or what happened next?
Decide if you will be writing an appeal or what happened next as your conclusion.
E.g. Model text is an appeal
Conclusion: Appeal to anyone that has any information about the 50p.
Activity 3:
Write your conclusion using the model text to help you.

Worksheet:
Plan based on The Queen’s Nose
Introduction:
What: __________________________________________________
Who: __________________________________________________
Where: _________________________________________________
Why: ___________________________________________________
When: __________________________________________________
Paragraph 1 Key point:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Paragraph 2 Key point:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Paragraph 3 Key point:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Conclusion: Appeal or what happened next?
__________________________________________________________

Wednesday 27th January 2021
Art
To be able to plan my own still life drawing

Look at the pictures above. What objects can you see? Which objects are in the background and which
objects are in the foreground?
Activity 1:
Look around your house/class and consider which items you would like to use in your still life drawing.
Choose a maximum of 5 items. Think about which shapes you find easier to draw.
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Activity 2:
Explain why you chose each object based on the shape, size and texture.
E.g. I chose a tennis ball because it is round and has a fury texture.

Activity 3:
How would you place those objects in a still life – which are in the foreground and which are in the
background. Draw a quick sketch of where they would go. Think about the size of the objects potentially
putting the taller objects at the back to block the smaller objects.
E.g.

Bottle

Book

Bottle

Banana
Pencil

Tennis ball

Tennis
ball
Pencil

Banana

Book

Your turn!

What texture is each object. Practice the different types of shading that
you learnt from the last lesson for each object. You might draw
different versions of each object. This is not a race. Take your time and
experiment.

Grammar and Spelling

Practice Look, cover, check with the spellings that Mr Whoops needed help
with.

